Introduction: Central pit craters are abundant on icy worlds but are lacking on the volatile-poor worlds of our solar system. These craters are thought to be an indicator of water ice as the central pit may be caused by a rapid vaporization process upon impact. Central pits in craters on icy moons such as Ganymede typically occur on updomed floors, likely caused by post-impact rebound of the ice-rich target. In this study, we use MOLA topography to determine if Martian northern hemisphere central pits also occur on updomed floors. The presence or absence of updomed floors in Martian central pit craters can help constrain the concentration of target ice in the location of these craters.

Central Pit Craters: Central pit craters are impact craters which include a central depression either in place of or on top of a central peak. The two main types of central pit craters on Mars are floor and summit pit craters [1]. The pits of floor pit craters lie on a relatively flat crater floor whereas summit pits top an obvious central peak.

Central pit craters are not found everywhere in the solar system. Central pit craters are only found on Mars and icy moons (there are possibly one or two terrestrial examples) and thus are thought to be indicative of subsurface ice targets. One common theory for their formation involves the physics of impact crater formation and is supported by recent computer simulations. In this model, the central pit results from rapid vaporization of the subsurface volatiles in an ice-rich target [2]. Hydrocode modeling indicates that impacts into ice-rich targets produces a zone of extremely high temperatures under the center of the transient crater, exactly where central pits occur [3]. Collapse of a central peak structure forming in a weak ice target has also been proposed to explain central pits [4], but this model clearly does not explain the Martian summit pit craters. Another theory suggests the impactors were high-velocity icy comets rather than asteroids [5]. However we would expect observations of central pit craters on the Moon and other volatile-poor worlds.

On Ganymede central pits typically occur on updomed crater floors [6]. Summit pit craters are extremely rare on Ganymede compared to Mars [7]. The updomed floor is likely the result of post-impact rebound of the icy target material. Icy targets have lower strength than rocky targets and thus viscous relaxation occurs on shorter time periods in icy materials. The amount of ice in the Martian crust is not well constrained at the depths excavated by the central pit craters. The presence or absence of updomed floors for Martian central pit craters can therefore provide us with some constraints on the amount of target ice at depths of a few kilometers.

Procedure: Barlow’s Catalog of Large Martian Impact Craters, version 2.0 [8] identifies 756 central pit craters in the northern hemisphere of Mars based on analysis of THEMIS daytime IR and visible imagery. Using the JMARS application [9], we determined the topographic variations across each central pit crater. Measurements were obtained along two profiles for each crater (one roughly east-west and the other approximately north-south) and the results averaged. Two sets of data were necessary due to depth uncertainties caused by floor deposits, collapse features, and dunes within the craters. Measurements were taken of the depth to the bottom of the central pit relative to the crater floor and relative to the surrounding surface. The base of the pit relative to the crater floor allowed us to classify the type of central pit: floor pits had the pit base below the crater floor while the base of summit pits was above the crater floor. Figures 1 and 2 show representative profiles for summit pit and floor pit craters.

Figure 1: Example of a summit pit crater (left) and its topographic profile (right).

Figure 2: Example of a floor pit crater (left) and its topographic profile (right).
We compiled a database with information on crater diameter, floor depth, pit depth, and floor profile for each crater. Information about the shape of the crater floor allowed us to investigate whether the floors of central pit craters show any evidence of updoming which would suggest extremely high concentrations of ice at depths of a few kilometers.

Results and Implications: Domed craters were not equivocally identified in our analysis of northern hemisphere pit craters on Mars. This implies that high concentrations of subsurface ice are not present at depths of a few kilometers (the excavation depth of central pit craters). Ice/rock concentrations of ~16-20% have been suggested from studies of layered ejecta blankets [10, 11] and are consistent with these results.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of floor (green) and summit (red) pits in the northern hemisphere. The low concentration of central pit craters in the Arabia Terra region is an artifact—analysis of craters in this region for the Catalog of Large Martian Impact Craters, Version 2.0, was not complete at the time of our study. The Tharsis region displays few craters due to its geologic youth from relatively recent volcanism in the region. Some clustering of central pit craters is suggested by Figure 3: Floor pits seem to be favored in the Tharsis and Elysium regions around the volcanoes and in the eastern part of Sytis Major. Summit pits are clustered along the hemispheric dichotomy. However, even within these clusters, craters of the other pit type are found—we see no locations where only one type of pit crater is found. Analysis of central pit craters in the southern hemisphere will allow us to determine if these trends continue. The results of the complete survey will allow us to better constrain the conditions under which central pit craters form.
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